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GROUP RING OBJECTS DEFINED BY MOD p DECOMPOSITIONS
OF BU AND ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY
D . Husembller
Let k be a coefficient
	
(commutative) ring, and let (cc) k
denote the category of positively graded, (co)commutative coalgebras
over k . Let _C denote any full subcategory of the category (sp)
i .
of topological spaces which is closed under taking finite products .
For X and Y in C the homology product for H * (X,k) (or just H* (X)
when there is no ambiquity) is defined
a : H * (X) 0 H* (Y) --> H,, (X X Y),
and we assume that it is an isomorphism which is always the case
when k is a field . In this situation the natural diagonal map
e : X -- X X X Induces H * (4)
H,* (X) H * (X x X)
a
H* (X) H* (X)
which composed with the inverse of a to define a coalgebra
structure aH* (X) on H* (X) . We view homology as a functor
H* : C -> (cc) k*
Since the tensor product of commutative coalgebras is the product
in the category (cc) k of commutative coalgebras over k, the
Kilnneth isomorphism a can be interpreted further to say that
H* :C ,---j (cc) k preserves products . There is a corresponding
assertion for the respective categories spaces with base points
and augmented coalgebras .
A basic structure on a space (with base point) is that of
a "product" map u :X xX -i
	
X making X into an H-space . We
will only be interested in homotopy associative H-spaces, e .g .
topological groups and loop spaces R(Y) . In these cases H,(X)
has a multiplciation which is the composite
H# (X) ® H# (X) -°. H « (X x X)
H « (u)
-mol H,(X) .
When X is connected, or .more generally, when . the semigroup TrO (X)
of connected componente is ' a group, H# (X) becomes a group object
over the category (cc) k» that is, a Hopf algebra . Hence an H-space
is thought of very much like an object which is a "homotopy group" .
Now in K-theory, both topological and algebraic, one
encounters spaces with two H-space structures usually given by
some direct sum and tensor product operation on bundles or modules .
The main examples are a x BU, 2Z x B0, and a x F(yj4 - 1) in
topological K-theory, BGL(A) + in algebraic K-theory, and B(S) +
in stable homotopy where S = Un Sn is the infinite symmetric
group . Here BG is tire Qüillen plus construction, sea Hausmann
and Husemoller [2] . In these cases H# (X) becomes a ring object
over the category (cc) k* In Husemoller [5] we studied this
situation and introduced the concept of group ring of a group
over (cc) k and identified the homology of several spaces as
group rings over a specific group object, for example,
H * ( a x BU) . = group ring of H .(BU(1)) .
over the category (cc) k*
In this article we extend these results to the factors of
BU localized at a prime . While this article was being prepared
the author was a guest of the Max Planck Institut fur Mathematik
he
in Bonn wherenprofited from discussions with D. Quillen on this work .
He would like to exprese his appreciation for their support .
§1 . Decomnosition of BU and BSO at a primo .
The followinF theorem has been known since the 1960's .
Peterson [7 ] was the first to publish a proof of it .
(1 .1) Theorem: There is a space Yp localized at an odd
prime such that
BU(P)
	
and Yp x n 2 Yp x . . . x 02(P-2)yp
have the same homotopy type, and moreover, Yp does not decompose
into a product . Further,
Y x 24 Y x . . . x
D
2p-6Y
p P P
BSO (P) and
have the same homotopy type .
Peterson proved the aboye theorem in terms of a characterization
of BSO (P) and BU (P) in terms of k-invariants, see [ 7,theorems 2 .1,2 .2] .
He constructed the space Y
P
using Sullivan's bordism with "singularities"
theory . The orginal proof of this theorem seems to be due to
Adams, Anderson, and Atiyah all independently .
This space BSO (P) was of wide interest because Sullivan in
bis thesis proved that BSO(P) and the surgery space (F/PL) (P)
are of the same homotopy type . In the paper of Peterson he also
gives a proof of this*assertion .
The proof of the decomposition of BU (P)
(and similarly BSO(P) )
which is most transparent is essentually in Atiyah and Tall [1] .
The space BU
P
, which is BU completed at p, representa the K-functor
on finite complexes tensored with 2ZP,
the ring of p-adic integers .
The Adams operations $k for k integral extend to 4)
a for a any
p-adic integer, and the group of units r in a P
acta as a compact
automorphism group of a compactes P
-algebra valued functor . Now
t is the direct product of C, a cyclic group of order p-1, with
1 + p D P .
The space Y
P
representa the subfuuctor (KM ® ZZP )t
of K(X) ® aP left fixed under C . The other p-2 summands
correspond to X-eigen-spaces as X runs over the cyclic character
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group of C . Since VPa and iP
a+1 are related under the Bott
isomorphism between BUp and 22 BUp , and since C has the form
(a,a+l, . . .,a+p-2}, we see that the even loop spaces S221 Yp for
i = 0, . . .,p-2 represent the other factors .
(1 .2) Remark . Since Yp represents a subring valued functor,
it has a homotopy ring structure, and we can ask the question :
Is the ring object H* (7L x Yp ,ZZ (P) ) a group ring object over
(cc) 2z (P)
? This we answer affirmatively in the next section
by relating it to the algebraic K-theory of Quillen .
(1 .3) Remark . In Husem8ller [3] we have a decomposition
of the (additive) Hopf algebra
H*(BU,ZZ(P))
	
(,,/P~i B(P)[x1'21]
.
It is easily seen by the nature of the action of 4¡a (x) = anx
for primative elements x óf degree n that
H*(Yp'j,(P)1 Q(P- 1)Ii B(p)1x1'21] =
B[x,2(p-1)]
in the notation of [3] .
§2 . The space Y 9 and algebraic K-theor ; H,(2Z x Y, ,ZZ(z) )
104
a ,rg oup ring ob ect .
Let R be an odd prime and consider BUM . In Quillen [8]
and [9] fundamental use was made of the Brauer lifting to
define the horizontal maps in the following commutative diagram .
BGL(F)+ ----2> BU
BGL(F) + -~ F(ipq-1)
where F is the field of q elements, q = pa where p is a prime,
and F is the algebraic closure of F . These .horizontal maps
induce isomorphisms in homology with coefficients in a field
of characterisitic t .
Given L. we are free to consider any p different from A for
the analysis . Quillen proves that if p has order k-1 in IFR
then there is a subfield k of F such that
H*(BGL(k)+,IFR)~
	
H*(Y £y IF t ) = B[x,2t] .is an isomorphism .
For this see[9, PP . 577-8] and again we have used the notation
of [3] . By [5,Theorem 3] the ring object H * (YR ) is a group ring
object with field coefficients . Since all the modules over 7LR
are free, the same is true for-homology with values in this ring .
In summary we'have the following theorem .
(2 .1) Theorem . The ring object H*(Yk,7l(k)) is a group
ring object over the category (cc)
7L (t) .
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